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Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Assembly
Policy and Rules Committee.

My name is Ronald B. Johnson

and I am the Manager of Government Relations for the New
Jersey State Chamber of Commerce.

Along with its 110

affiliated local and regional chambers of commerce, the
State Chamber represents more than 45,000 businesses
throughout New Jersey.

Many of the businesses we represent have been greatly
impacted by the "Worker and Community Right to Know Act."
As you know, this law has been subject to legal challenges
and the cause of much confusion and expense to the business
community.

- .- .- c

-

The State Chamber applauds Assemblymen Shinn and Doria
for tackling an issue so critical to businesses in New
Jersey.

I must state from the outset that the State Chamber is
not taking a position on the agricultural aspects of the
legislation.

Those issues are more appropriately handled by

the agricultural interests in New Jersey.

Assembly bill 1232 adds a large measure of sanity to a
state program that has truly created some insane
circumstances.

I think this is one of the laws that helped

push the recent approval by voters of legislative oversight
of the regulatory process.

The State Chamber never argued with the intent of the
law which was to inform and train our workers about the
hazardous substances with which they worked.

-------

-

The State

Chamber argued that our members didn't need this law to

-

-------

accomplish this goal.

------------

--------

Any good business would insist that

---

~--------

workers received appropriate training in all aspects of

----------------------------------------------------------

employment.

~

We also believe that communities and emergency
responders should have access to information on hazardous
substances in their municipalities.

As a firefighter in my

community, I benefit from this law by knowing what
businesses have hazardous substances on site.
Unfortunately, due to the multitude of lists employers have
to abide by, the information we receive as firefighters is
voluminous to say the least.

It becomes almost impossible

to delineate the truly hazardous substances from substances
that we find in a typical residence.

Over the years, the stories concerning labeling of
generally benign substances would be comical if they weren't
true.

Throughout my experiences, I have discovered aerosol

cans of air freshener with labels on them, spray paint, WD~

40.

Are these substances truly hazardous?

our homes and they are not hazardous.
the workplace make them hazardous?

We use them in

Does putting them in

No, we don't think so.

We believe that using good judgment and common sense would
define most substances as non-hazardous.

The State Chamber believes that making New Jersey's
container labeling system consistent with Federal Law will
send a signal to the business community that the Legislature
has listened to our criticisms and is serious about keeping
jobs in New Jersey.

The provision to remove the requirement

that businesses place labels on products that are available
in retail stores is also welcomed by the business community.

The State Chamber supports the provisions of this bill,
exempting research and quality control laboratories and
pilot plants from the provisions of the law.

We also support the provision that will greatly reduce
paperwork requirements.

By allowing employers to use

Material Safety Data Sheets for hazardous communications,
the law would save employers the time and expense of having
to provide the same information in another format.

My last comment today centers on the seemingly everexpanding list of substances deemed hazardous by the
Department of Environmental Protection and Energy.

The provision to limit the list to hazardous substances on
the designated federal list is another welcome addition to
the New Jersey law.

The State Chamber urges this committee to release A1232 today and hopes the full Assembly will take up the
measure before the end of this year.

Thank you for this

opportunity to testify today and I would be happy to answer
any questions you might have.
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Good morning.

My name is Amy J.

Bahruth and I am a staff

representative for the Communications Workers of America,
1031.

Local

CWA, Local 1031 represents the support staff at the nine

state

colleges

addition,

I

and

the

Department

of

Higher

Education.

In

have been a member of the Governor's Right-to-Know

Advisory Council for the last two years.

Finally, as a point of

background, I have a masters of science degree from Hunter College,
City University of New York,

in Environmental and Occupational

Health Sciences, specializing in industrial hygiene.
I

am here this morning to express opposition to A1232 on

behalf of members of the Communications of America,
public and private sector.

both in the

This bill is riddled with inaccuracies,

confusion, and changes to the current law that will endanger the
lives of thousands of workers in this State.
To start off with, if A1232 is passed in its current form, it
would essentially eliminate all of the worker protections that have
been provided for public employees under the Right-to-Know Act.

The bill repeals the provisions requiring the development of a
workplace

hazardous

substance

list,

substance list and a workplace survey.

a

special

health

hazard

A1232 replaces these lists

with the development of an environmental hazardous substance list,
which is a much more limited listing of substances.

It severely

curtails the education and training requirements in the public
sector because workers would only have to be trained on these
environmentally hazardous substances, even though they might be
exposed to hazardous substances that are not on that list.
The most dangerous aspect of this bill to both public and
private

sector

workers,

however,

is

the

comprehensive universal container labeling.

elimination

of

In place of this

labeling, employers would only have to label those containers with
environmental hazardous substances and these labels would only have
to comply with the federal OSHA Hazard Communication Standard.
This provision severely limits the current labeling requirements
in the private sector workplace because the Hazard Communication
standard does not reauire the real chemical name and Chemical
Abstract Service (CAS) number be included on the label. Therefore,
a company can use a trade name on a label, calling it Product ABC.
To often the only way a worker could find out the ingredients of
that product would be to go to the employer and ask, which can be
a huge intimidation factor for many workers.
number is like a fingerprint
identify a particular chemical.

Additionally, the CAS

it is the only real way to
Without the CAS number,

trade

names are completely useless.

Emergency responders and medical

personnel

to treat

are

lost

as

to

how

a

particular

chemical

injury/illness

without

knowing

the

exact

chemical (s)

the

injury/illness was caused by. The CAS number is a universal code
that is recognized throughout the world.

It is vital that this

number be included on labels.
The Standard also does not require that all containers be
labeled.

This also creates a dangerous work environment because

if a particular substance that is hazardous is left out of the
labeling process, serious injury or illness can result from misuse
of that substance.

As

an example,

recently at Trenton State

College a student required hospitalization because she mistook an
unlabeled bottle of hydrochloric acid
overcome by its' vapors.

(HCL)

for water and was

The only way to be certain mistakes like

that do not occur is to label all containers.
The effect of A1232 on public workers in regards to labeling
is even more drastic,

because this bill

completely eliminates

labeling requirements in the public sector.

Public workers are not

included under the provisions of the Fedlral OSHA law!

This leaves

500,000 state, municipal, county, and public authority workers once
again in the dark about the substances they might be exposed to in
the course of doing their jobs.
According to a recent report by the New Jersey Department of
Labor entitled "New Jersey Public Employees Occupational Injuries
and Illnesses Labor's

annual

1988 surveys

'

1990",
of

"(F) indings of the Department of

occupational

injuries

and

illnesses

underscore the importance of efforts to improve workplace safety
in the public sector.
incidents

involving

During 1990,

injury

or

there were nearly 51, 000

illness

to

state.

local,

and

volunteer agency employees.
injury

cases

per

100

This represented 14. 6 illness and
full-time

equivalent

employees."

Additionally, this report indicates that on a Nationwide average,
the 1990 incidence rate in the private sector was 8.8 occupational
injuries and illnesses per 100 full-time equivalent workers.
is

certainly proof that working

necessarily safe!

in

the public

sector

This

is

not

While injuries are reported more frequently than

illnesses, it should be noted that in 1990, 1,790 occupational
illnesses were reported.

The breakdown of those illnesses are as

follows:
Skin diseases . . . 37.1%
respiratory conditions . . . 29.3%
physical agents . . . 5.8%
poisoning . . . 3.7%
repeated trauma

.3.2%

dust in lungs . . . 0.9%
other . . . 19.9%
Chemical

exposures

illnesses.

accounted

for

a

large

percentage

of

these

Therefore, taking a law as vital as the New Jersey

Right-to-Know law, with its' training and education requirements,
labeling requirements, and inventory requirements away from public
sector workers will be taking a giant step backwards in ensuring
that all public workers are provided with a safe and healthful work
environment free from recognized hazards.

My

final

comment

concerns the New Jersey Department of Health's Hazardous Substance
Fact Sheets

(HSFS).

These factsheets are a vital component to

workers in New Jersey because they provide detailed information

about the nature and effects of the particular substance.

These

factsheets are recognized throughout the United States and have
served as models for other such programs.

These factsheets would

be eliminated under A1232 and workers would only have Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) to refer to.

MSDS's are

prepared by the

company producing the product, which makes them biased and not very
helpful because they are usually very difficult to interpret as
they are written in scientific garble and not plain english like
the HSFS's.

MSDS's are not acceptable substitutions for Hazardous

Substance Fact Sheets.
In conclusion, A1232 is a complete attack on the rights of
working men and women to know what they are working with and an
attack on their rights to know how to best protect themselves on
the job.

It is a bill that must not be given serious attention to

because it has no worthy qualities whatsoever.
pass this bill out of your Committee.
attention.

I urge you not to

Thank you for your time and
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Good ITOin.:in;J. My narre is Kathleen 0' leary, am I am the
the Ckx::upatimal. Health Service in the Depart:nent of Health.
to thank yo.1 for the ~ty to present the Depart:nent of
views ab:ut the New Jersey ~ am Coml.mity Right to l<rrM
A-1232.

Director of
I woold like
Health's
Act am

The Right to :KrrM Program is cne of the three pn:gLaniS in the SeLvi.m
- the others be..irYJ the Public Employees Ckx::upatimal. Safety am Health
ProgLdlu am the Q:x::upaticnal Health Surveillarx:E Program.
As yo.1 kn:Jw, the Workel:: am -Comruni.ty Right to :KrrM Act is primarily
irnplarented by tw:> agercies - the Depart:nent of Health am the Depart:nent
of Envircnrental Protecticn am Energy. The Depart:nent of Health is
respc:nsible for WJrker Right to :KrrM in the p..lblic sector. We ensure that
all p..lblic E!l1;>loyees wlx> are exposed to ha.zardaJs cbem:icals are prql&ly
trained ab:ut h:Jw to harrlle t00se cbem:icals so that tb:!y do n:>t devel~
tealth problans OCM or in the future.
In cxnjun::ticn with the Public Employees Ckx::upaticnal Safety am
Health Act, the Right to KrXJw law is the cnly protecticn against hazarcbJs
chemicals that public E!l1;>loyees have in New Jersey. Of the twenty-five
states in the CXJUI1try wi th::lut ffiHA State Plans, New Jersey is the cnly
state which gives its public E!l1;>loyees the sane protecticn that the federal
gove:rnrent gives to private E!l1;>loyees thraJgh CEHA.
In additicn to training, the Right to :KrrM law ra:pires p..lblic
E!l1;>loyers to prepare an inventory of the ha.zardaJs cbem:icals present at
their facilities, nai.ntain fact sheets ab:ut the ha.zardaJs cbem:icals am
products for the use of E!l1;>loyees, am label all cxntainers. The
Depart:nent of Health has developed a c:x:nprehensive list of ha.zardaJs
chemicals to be rep:>rted, am has prepared over 1, 000 fact sheets ab:ut
hazarcbJs chemicals, many of which have been translated into Spanish.

The Depart:nent of Health also protects the health am safety of
am nanbers of the p..lblic,
thraJgh the Comruni.ty Right to KrXJw provisicns of the law. The Department
of Health has the respansibility to inspect the private sector to ensure
that all cxntainers in the \AX:>:rkplace are labeled with their cxntents.
arergercy resp:ll1ders SUC'h as firefighters,

We kn:Jw that sene cx:ntroversy is present c:x:l'lCeLTliiY labelinJ in the
private sector, am these issues sl'n.lld be addressed. lbwever, A-1232 n:>t
cnly chi3rY;Jes labelinJ, but totally eliminates ~ Right to :KrrM for
public E!l1;>loyees in New Jersey. This bill, as it OCM reads, will take away
tealth am safety pLOtecticn fran rrore than 200, 000 municipal waLkers,
state E!l1;>loyees, teachers, am other public employees wlx> are exposed or
potentially exposed to hazarcbJs ~. a pLOtecticn that private
E!l1;>loyees have had through ffiHA for the past 8 years. Renoving this

ilrq;:lortant protecticn is I'X)t in the best interest of public eJ'Il)loyees arxi
t:h3refore canrx:rt be supp:>rted by the Departlll:!nt of Health.
'lbare is much talk these days about health care costs. MJst peq;>le
recognize that preventin;J disease is a lot nore cost-effective than
treatin;J it after it oc::x:urs, I'X)t to llEI1ticn the preventicn of pain arxi
sufferin;J of the persons affected. 'lba Right to KrXJW law prevents injuries
arxi diseases fran cx:x:m:Tin;J by ensuri.DJ that eJ'Il)loye.rs arxi eJ'Il)loyees have
infonnaticn about the hazardous subst:an:es present in their ~laces arxi
lx:Jw these subst:an:es can be safely harrlled.
Q:o..lpa.tic:oal diseases are a public health problem in New Jersey. A
study in 1989 by the Mt. Sinai Sdrol of M3dicine estimated that there are
between 2, 170 - 2, 870 deaths each year fran OCD ~paticnal diseases, arxi fran
7, 317 - 14, 776 IEW cases of cx:x::upatic:oal diseases each year in New Jersey.
AcXX:>rding to a reca1t rep::Jrt issued by the New Jersey Departlll:!nt of labor,
public eJ'Il)loye.rs rep::Jrted 1, 760 cases of cx:x::upaticnal illnesses in 1990.
'lbare have been ma.jor ~fits to public eJ'Il)loyees, emargerx:::y
arxi rranbers of the public fran implarentaticn of the Right to
KrXJW law. 'lbare have also been spillover ~fits such as protecticn of
the health arxi safety of schoolchildren arxi CDllege students arxi an
irx::rease in cx:x::upational madical knowledge by physicians.
~,

'lba 1 I()()() Hazardous SUbstarr.e Fact Sheets prepared by the Department
have been widely distributed arxi praised througtx:lut the state, arxi have
been recognized natic:oally as excellent scurces of infonnaticn about
hazardous ch2micals. They provide essential health hazard infonnaticn arxi
safe harrlli.DJ prc::x:aiures for public eJ'Il)loyees arxi firefighters. Many of
t:ten have been translated into Spanish because the legislature recognized,
in 1983, that a major segrrent of New Jersey's WJrkforc::e speaks Spanish.
'lba inventory of hazardous subst:a:rx:es for 10, 400 public facilities
\'X)rkers arxi emargerx:::y ~- For example, fran the
infonnaticn en the surveys we know that 82% of all public fac:ilities report
the preserx::e of hazardous ch2micals. AI.'IaYJ" public CDlleges arxi
tmiversities, 94% rep:>rted an average of 172 hazardous substarx::es at their
facilities. Eighty-<::JOa percent of municipal arxi c:::amty goverment
facilities rep::Jrted an average of 14 hazardous chemicals per facility.
Persca1s wtx:> ~ in these facilities or respcoj to emargerties there reed
to know which hazardous ch2micals are present.

~fits

'lba infonnation obtairai by the Department fran these Right to KrXJW
Surveys has been used to directly protect the health arxi safety rnt cnly of
public eJ'Il)loyees, but of students as well. We have been able to locate the
preserx::e of Picric Acid, a ch2mical that will explode wtS'l dry arxi
cr:ystallized, at elarentaz:y arxi sea:riiai:y schools in New Jersey, arxi have
rntified these schools of the potential danger to students arxi staff fran
an explosicn by this ch2mical. We are currently examining the preserre of
carcin:Jgens in New Jersey schools so that we can provide warn:i.rgs arxi
rec::x:mrerrl3tians for the use of safe substitutes.
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~-has been sene talk about reducing the number of hazardous
chem:Lcals CXJVered by the New Jeraey Right to KrxM law fran 2, 500 to ally a
few J:umdred. This would mt adequately protect the ooai.th and safety of
pmlic arployees, auargency respc:rx3ers and the pmlic. en the federal
level, OOHA recngnizes that t:b3re are ttn.1sarxis of hazardous dlemicals in
use in the CXJUnt:cy. 'Iha hazardous S\.1bstarDe list that has been deve.lq)ed
by the Department, and is used for the inventoi:y of hazardous substarx:les at
p.lblic facilities, is a cx:mprehensive list that is fiDnly groonjed in the
work of state, federal, professiooal and inteJ:natiooal ooalth and safety
agerd.es.

'Itle main cxntentious issue urx3er Right to KrxM is the universal
labeling that is required in the private sector. New Jersey's labeling
z:equ:il:arents require exact clenical identificatial of the ingredients of
cxntainers in the wozkplace, with certain exceptials. This is what is
CCIIIIDUy referred to as universal labeling. This is reeded SO that
workers, energency respc:rx3ers, and the p.lblic are mt faced with cxntainers
the inJredients of which they do mt krXJW and, thus, do mt krXJW whether
the product in the oontainer is hazardous or mt. It is as .iJnpartant to
krXJW that the product in a cxntainer is rrn-hazardous as to krXJW that it is
hazardous.
New Jeraey labeling requires the exact identificatic:n of the dlemicals
in the cxntainer aloog with a unique identificatic:n number. 'lhls
identificatial number is reeded because many clenicals can be called by up
to 50 different nanes, while all these clenical names WCXJld use the same
identificatic:n number. l<rXJWing the exact identificatic:n of a dlemical is
also important when this infonnatic:n nust be taken to a doctor who needs to
krXJW the exact chemical a worker or firefighter is exp::lSErl to for acx::urate
diagrx:lsis and treatmant. It is .iJnpartant to krXJW what me is exposed to
because what is CXDSidered safe tx:day may be fan:i to be hazardous to yo.1r
ooalth tamrrow.

Energercy respc:rx3ers benefit fran universal labeling primarily during
pre-fire planning inspectic:ns when they can lc:cate the hazardous and rrnhazardous clenicals in a facility prior to any energency. It allows a
firefighter to make an i.OOeperxElt dete.nninatic:n of the hazard of a
dlemical with:Jut having to rely en the facility owner or the manufacturer
of the clenical.

However, New Jeraey Right to KrxM labeling has never been absolute.
allow the labeling of 10 federal and state laws to be substituted for
New Jeraey labeling. we have inter:preted the law, as evidero:d by
respcnllrg to nore than 100 questic:ns fran the Osnical Industcy Coorx::il in
late 1989 and early 1990, in order to assist i.rxiustry in CXJ1Plying with the
law.

we

'Iha Department of Health has been inspecting private arployers for

CXJIPliarx::e with the law since Februacy 1991. Several J:umdred euployers
have been inspected are o.Jrrently in CXJIPliarx:E with Right to KrxM

who

labeling, iicluding nore than 100 clenical c::x:npm:Les. New Jeraey i.rxiustry
has made a significant good-faith effort to canply with the law, iicluding
sene of the largest arployers in the state. l'b penalties have been levied
upcn private arployers for rxn-canplian:::a because the policy of the
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Depart:I'IEnt of Health has always been to work with industry to bring them
into a::mpliance rather than penalizing them.
Hc:Mever, -we agree that there is rcx:m for improverrent with the labeling
provisions of the law. It is less irrrportant for an errergency responder to
krXJW al:x:>ut 911all quanti ties of hazardous chemicals in industrial workplaces
than it is for a public employee to know al:x:>ut chemicals he closely works
with every day.
The New Jersey Business and Industry Association has proposed the nost
a::mprehensive ani detailed suggestions for changes to labeling in the
private sector. The issues they raise, such as setting a threshold beloo
which CXXltainers do not have to be labeled and increasing the threshold for
labeling ~ents in a mixture, make a lot of sense and -we are
suptnrtive of these recx::mrendations.
The Depart:I'IEnt of Health, in conjunction with DEPE, is beginning the
prcx:::ess of rreeting with representatives fran NJBIA, the Chemical Industry
Couoc:il, and other industry groups to discuss the suggestions they
proposed. We will also be rreeting with representatives fran environrre:ntal,
public interest, and lal:x:>r organizations to discuss their concerns and
views on changes to the labeling requirenents.
We have done this before and have been able to reach a consensus
between industry and the environmental/public interest/lal:x:>r cx:mnunity
al:x:>ut hc:M to change Right to Know labeling to make it less onerous to
business while maintaining the protection it affords to errergency
responders and rrernbers of the cx:mnuni ty. The Right to Knov.l Advisory
Couoc:il set up a subc:x::mnittee ccmposed of representatives of industry,
universities, lal:x:>r, environmental groups, and the New Jersey Research and
Developrent Council to consider labeling changes as they related to
labeling in Research and Developrent lal:x:>ratories. The result of these
deliberations was a consensus to change the regulations to alloo R & D
I..aOOratories to use the labeling required by the OSHA I..aOOratory Standard
in lieu of New Jersey Right to Knov.l labeling. The language has been
drafted and agreed upon and will soon be proposed in the New Jersey
Register.

Another issue raised by industry involves the filing of trade secret
claims with the Depart:I'IEnt of Health. We agree that it is no longer
necessary for these claims to be filed with the Departnent and would
support an arrendment to the regulations to allow industry to keep this
infonnation in their own place of business. This would reduce the expense
of a::mplying with the law and make industry nore cx:mfortable by being able
to operate their own security syste1E for their confidential infonnation.

Although there are nt.IIrerous benefits that have resulted fran the
implerentation of the existing law, I am not saying that there is no rcx:m
for changes to the law 1 s requirenents. This year 1 s Right to Know Survey
has been improved to make it nore useable by errergency responders, and we
have been working to renove certain listings on the Hazardous Substance
List which are repetitious. We listen to the regulated ccmnuni ty and
affected employees and these changes reflect that input.
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In S'll11111aJ:Y, ~ Depart::nent of Health SLLUlQlY believes that~ ~ic
anployees of New Jersey ~ their h3alth arrl safety protected arxi reed 1:ha
informaticn they receive through W:lr:ker Right to Know. W:lr:ker Right to
Know for public atployees stnJ.ld rut be eliminated fran 1:ha law.

We do rut .believe that A-1232 in its o.Jrrent fcmn is 1:ha ~te
vehicle to effectuate changes to ~ Ccmrunity Right to Know provi.sioos of
1:ha law. · The Departmant of Health is asking tiE cx:mnittee rut to nove ~
bill at this tine. we also believe that_,_ because of tiE highly technical
issues involved, tiE nost beneficial meth:xi to achieve these changes is
through tiE developnent of a CD1SeilSUS anD1Q tiE :impacted parties arxi may
rut require legislaticn.
Our g:l8l. is to "WOlX with this cx:mnittee arxi ti:xJse interested parties
CXI'lSellSUS.
We are in tiE pz:coess of establishing
meetings with tiE gra.tpS. that would be affected by changes to the law. We
. are- optimistic about ~eviiYJ a CXI'lSellSUS for tl'Ese changes.

to develop such a

-

-

Thank you for-~ tine to explain ~ acxx:rtplishnents of ~ Right to
Know law arxi our positicn en this bill. We would be ~ to respc:ni to
questioos.
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TESTIMONY CONCERNING
A-1232

NEW JERSEY WORKER
AND
COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW ACT

ALAN N. BOGARD
SENIOR STAFF ENGINEER
EXXON CHEMICAL AMERICAS
LINDEN, NEW JERSEY

NOVEMBER 6, 1992

WHAT SHOULD BE CHANGED

o

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Labeling requirement too burdensome
Quantities are limited
High cost of implementation
RECOMMENDATION:

o

Need R & D exemption

CHEMICALS SUBJECT TO THE LABELING REQUIREMENTS:
SUBSTANCES" LIST

"ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDOUS

Current list too expansive
No distinction in hazards
Used DOT list for unintended purpose
High cost of implementation
RECOMMENDATION:
o

Use list(s) already employed for this purpose.

APPLICABILITY TO CONSUMER PRODUCTS
DOH applied worker exposure "frequency" criteria to need for
labeling
Not related to risk to emergency responders
Same risk as per in a home, drug store, auto supply store, or
supermarket
RECOMMENDATION:

o

Exempt consumer products regardless of quantities.

LABELING SYSTEM
Current system does not inform - it confuses
Current system has created an unnecessary bureaucracy
Current system is not cost effective and places N.J. employers at a
competitive disadvantage
Workers are already provided RTK protection under OSHA
System purpose distorted to achieve other means
RECOMMENDATION:

Focus on communicating hazards to the emergency
responders.
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New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act

LABELING EXAMPLE
1.

XYZ FILM DEVELOPER

I

No Information available:

I

\

CONTENTS UNKNOWN

J

\
2.

You have determined the hazardous substance Ingredients:
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
XYZ FILM DI!VI!LOPI!R

NAME

.

Hazardous Ingredients
Hydroqulnone
Para formaldehyde

Hydroqulnone.
Pereformeldllhyde

CAS

12:1-31-9
30626-89-4
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S_ECT ION 1

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION & EMERGENCY INFORMATION

PRODUCT NAME:

ECA 8509

CHEMICAL FAMILY:
Lube oil additive containing zinc salt of dialkyl
dithiophosphoric acid in oil .

.

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS:

SECTION 2

EXXON CHEMICAL AMERICAS
CHEMTREC

713-870-6000
800-424-9300

HAZARDOUS INGREDIENT INFORMATION

The composition of this mixture may be proprietary information.
In the event of a
medical emergency. compositional information will be provided to a physician or nurse.
This product is hazardous as defined in 29 CFR1910. 1200. based on the following
compos1tional information:
COMPONENT
OSHA HAZARD
Eye irritant
Zinc salt of dialkyl dithiophosphoric acid
For additional

SECTION 3

information see Section 3.

HEALTH INFORMATION & PROTECTION
NATURE OF HAZARD

EYE CONTACT:
Severely irritating. If not removed promptly, will
which may result in permanent damage.

injure eye tissue,

SKIN CONTACT:
Frequent or prolonged contact may irritate.
Low order of toxicity.

INHALATION:
Negligible hazard at ambient (-18 to 38 Deg C; 0 to 100 Deg F) or recommended blending temperature.
Warning if this product is overheated. especially in the presence of
water, hydrogen sulfide may be released; this can cause respiratory
collapse, coma and death without necessarily any warning odor being sensed
Avoid breathing vapors or mists.

INGESTION:
Low order of toxicity.

FIRST AID
EYE CONTACT:
Immediately flush eyes with large amounts of water for at least 15
minutes. Get prompt medical attention.

SKIN CONTACT:
Flush with large amounts of water: use soap if available.
Remove grossly contaminated clothing, including shoes, and launder before
reuse.
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INHALATION:
Us~ng proper respiratory protection, immediately remove the affected
victim from exposure.
Administer artificial respiration if breathing
is stopped. Keep at rest.
Call for prompt medical attention.
INGESTION:
DO NOT induce vomiting. If individual is conscious, give milk or water
to dilute stomach contents. Keep warm and quiet. Get prompt medical
attention. DO NOT attempt to give anything by mouth to an unconscious
person.
WORKPLACE EXPOSURE LIMITS
No workplace exposure limits have been established for this product.
PRECAUTIONS
PERSONAL PROTECTION:
For open systems where contact is likely, wear long sleeves, chemical
resistant gloves, and chemical goggles.
Where contact may occur, wear a face shield.
Where overexposure by inhalation may occur and engineering, work
practice or other means of exposure reduction are not adequate,
approved respirators may be necessary.
VENTILATION:
Maintain ambient concentrations below recommended exposure limits.

SECTION 4

FIRE

& EXPLOSION

HAZARD

FLASHPOINT: > 302 Deg F. METHOD: PM
FLAMMABLE LIMITS:
NOTE: Not Available
AUTOIGNITION TEMPERATURE:
NOTE: Not Available
GENERAL HAZARD:
Low Hazard, liquid can burn upon heating to temperatures at or above
the flashpoint.
If thermally decomposed, flammable/toxic gases may be released.
Toxic gases will form upon combustion.
"Empty" containers retain product residue (liquid and/or vapor) and can be
dangerous. DO NOT PRESSURIZE, CUT, WELD, BRAZE, SOLDER, DRILL, GRIND, OR
EXPOSE SUCH CONTAINERS TO HEAT, FLAME,' SPARKS, STATIC ELECTRICITY, OR
OTHER SOURCES OF IGNITION; THEY MAY EXPLODE AND CAUSE INJURY OR DEATH.
Empty drums should be completely drained, properly bunged and promptly returned to a drum reconditioner, or properly disposed of.
FIRE FIGHTING:
Use water spray to cool fire exposed surfaces and to protect personnel.
Isolate "fuel" supply from fire.
Use foam, dry chemical, or water spray to extinguish fire.
Respiratory and eye protection required for fire fighting personnel.
HAZARDOUS COMBUSTION PRODUCTS:
Fumes, smoke, oxides of sulfur and carbon monoxide
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SECTION 5

SPILL CONTROL PROCEDURE

LAND SPILL:
Eliminate sources of ignition.
Prevent additional discharge of material,
if possible to do so without hazard. For small spills implement cleanup
procedures; for large spills implement cleanup procedures and, if in
public area, keep public away and advise authorities. Also, if this
product is subject- to CERCLA reporting (see Section 7) notify the National
Response Center.
Prevent liquid from entering sewers. watercourses. or low areas.
Contain
spilled liquid with sand or earth.
Recover by pumping or with a suitable absorbent.
If 1 iquid is too viscous for pumping, scrape up.
Consult an expert on disposal of recovered material and ensure
conformity to local disposal regulations.

WATER SPILL:
Material will sink.
No immediate action required- consult an expert.
Consult Health Information and Protection (Section 3) regarding possible
hazards .
Consult an expert on disposal of recovered material and ensure
conformity to local disposal regulations.

SECTION 6

NOTES

NOTES:
Do NOT heat this product except as described below.
This product is temperature sensitive, and will undergo exothermic
decomposition leading to the release of highly toxic hydrogen sulfide and
extremely odorous alkyl mercaptans.
Alkyl mercaptans can be smell~d at
extremely low concentrations and vapors may travel for many miles at
detectable concentrations.
Extreme caution must be used in tank gauging
or similar operations as lethal concentrations of hydrogen sulfide could
accumulate in the head-space of containers.
With proper facilities. no heating is required for pumping at ambient
temperatures.
If extreme cold weather conditions require heating then
tempered water or oil, not exceeding 100 deg C. is recommended.
Product
temperature must NEVER exceed 60 deg C. (140 deg F.).
If heated, product
temperature should be constantly fflonitored, and product should be agitated
to avoid localized temperatures in the container above 60 deg C.
Product should be stored between 5 - 40 deg C (40 100 deg F.).
Lower
temperatures may result in some crystallization of the product.
Higher
temperatures will lead to degradation of the product quality.
EXXON Chemical Americas PARAMINS believes when this additive is used in
i~s intended application and treat rate in a formulated product,
that this
additive would not be classified as a "Hazardous" Component of a mixture
under the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard (29CFR 1910.1200), based on
animal toxicity data.
For further information, please contact your
PARAMINS Sales Representative.
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SECTION 7

REGULATORY INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT):
DOT HAZARD CLASS: Non Regulated
DOT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: Not Available
TSCA:
Components of this product~are listed on the TSCA Inventory.
CERCLA:
If this product is accidentally spilled, it is not subject to any special reporting
under the requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation.
and Liability Act (CERCLA).
We recommend you contact local authorities to determine
if there may be other local reporting requirements.
SARA TITLE III:
Under the provisions of Title III. Sections 311/312 of the Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act. this product is classified into the following hazard
categories:
Immediate health.
This product contains the following Section 313 Reportable Ingredients:
COMPONENT
CAS NO.
MAXIMUM %
Zinc compounds
N/A
90.0

SECTION 8

TYPICAL PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY:
Not Available
Density: 8.9 lbs/gal at 61
SOLUBILITY IN WATER. WT. %AT
Negligible

VAPOR PRESSURE. mmHg at
Negligible at Ambient
oF:

SP. GRAV. OF VAPOR. at 1 atm (Air=1):
Greater than Air
EVAPORATION RATE. n-Bu Acetate=1:
Negligible

SECTION 9
STABILITY:
Stable
CONDITIONS TO AVOID INSTABILITY:
Do not heat over 60 Deg C I 140 Deg F
to avoid possible release of
hydrogen sulfide.
See NOTES Section.

OF:

VISCOSITY OF LIQUID. CST AT
210 at 104 Typical Value
10 at 212 Typical Value
FREEZING/MELTING POINT. oF:
Less than Ambient
BOILING POINT. OF:
IBP oil minimum 500 F (260 C)

REACTIVITY DATA
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION:
Will not occur

MATERIALS ·AND CONDITIONS TO AVOID INCOMPATIBILITY:
Strong oxidizing agents
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS:
Hydrogen sulfide

oF:
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SECTION 10
ELECTROSTATIC ACCUMULATION HAZARD:
No. but use proper grounding procedure
STORAGE TEMPERATURE, "F:
40 to 100
STORAGE/TRANSPORT PRESSURE, mmHg:
Atmospheric

STORAGE AND HANDLING

LOADING/UNLOADING TEMPERATURE. "F:
140 maximum
VISC. AT LOADING/UNLOADING TEMP .• eST:
Not available

REVISION SUMMARY:
Since NOVEMBER 8,1988 this MSDS has been revised in Section(s):
6. 11
REFERENCE NUMBER:
HDHA-B-10119

DATE PREPARED:
uuly 28,1991

SUPERSEDES ISSUE DATE:
November 8. 1988

FOR ADDITIONAL PRODUCT INFORMATION. CONTACT YOUR TECHNICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
FOR ADDITIONAL HEALTH/SAFETY INFORMATION, CALL 908-474-2828
THIS INFORMATION RELATES TO THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL DESIGNATED AND MAY NOT BE VALID FOR SUCH MATERIAL USED IN COMBINATION
WITH ANY OTHER MATERIALS OR IN ANY PROCESS. SUCH INFORMATION IS TO THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, ACCURATE AND
RELIABLE AS OF THE DATE COMPILED. HOWEVER. NO REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE IS MADE AS TO ITS ACCURACY.
RELIABILITY OR COMPLETENESS. IT IS THE USER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SATISFY HIMSELF AS TO THE SUITABILITY AND COMPLETENESS OF
SUCH INFORMATION FOR HIS OWN PARTICULAR USE. WE DO NOT ACCEPT LIABILITY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE THAT MAY OCCUR
FROM THE USE OF THIS INFORMATION NOR DO WE OFFER WARRANTY AGAINST PATENT INFRINGEMENT.
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11 North Willow Street
Trenton, NJ 08608
(609) 394-8155 telephone
(609) 989-9013 fax

119 Somerset Street
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
(908) 24 7-4606 telephone
(908) 220-1179 fax

Testimony before the Assembly Policy and Rules Committee
On Proposed Amendments to
the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to Know Act.
Presented by Drew Kodjak, Environmental Attorney
November 6, 1992

Good morning, and thank you for the opportunity to testify before this
committee today. My name is Drew Kodjak. I am the environmental attorney for
New Jersey Public Interest Research Group, a nonprofit, nonpartisan research
and advocacy group with approximately 70,000 members statewide, committed
to environmental preservation, consumer protection and government reform.
I will limit my comments on the proposed amendments to the New Jersey
Worker and Community Right to Know Act primarily to issues affecting on the
community and the environment, leaving my colleagues to address issues
inyolving workers and the workplace.
I

To be clear, NJPIRG is opposed to this legislation because it will reduce or
eliminate the protections afforded to the community from toxic substances, and it
will also have a detrimental effect on the environment as a whole. It reduces the
effectiveness of some of the most important provisions within New Jersey's
Worker and Community Right to Know Act. For example, A-1232 inexplicably
changes the list of chemicals companies must report on, throwing a monkey
wrench into the uniform reporting requirements established in 1991 by the
Pollution Prevention Act.

Printed on Recycled Paper

I.

DEFINITION OF EMPLOYER

By changing the definition of "employer," A-1232 creates a gapping
loophole in the Right to Know law and will significantly reduce the number of
companies regulated under the act. I should note that it is my understanding
that this "loophole" was due to poor draftsmanship and does not represent the
intent of the sponsor. However, that said, I must draw the committee's attention
to the new definition of employer, which under A-1232 is defined to exclude "any
person, partnership or corporation engaged in the operation of a research and
development laboratory" (emphasis added).l The phrase "engaged in" is very
broad and would encompass a large number of facilities currently regulated
under the New Jersey Right to Know law. More importantly, this new definition
exempts the employer, not only the research and development facility, from
regulation. Under this provision, the existence of a two-story pilot plant, for
example, on a 20-acre facility would exempt the entire 20-acre facility from
coverage.
To give a rough sense of the impact of this provision, approximately 228
companies have notified the Department of Environment Protection and Energy
that they have research and development laboratories at their facilities. They
notify the Department because R&D areas (NOT THE ENTIRE FACILITY)
receive modified treatment under the Right to Know act. This would
undoubtedly be the lowest number of companies which would receive a total
exemption under A-1232.
II.
WORKPLACE HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS

The proposed amendments inexplicably alter the reporting requirements
of the Right to .Know law. Industry is required to report the use of toxic
chemicals under three laws: the New Jersey Worker and Community Right to
Know law, the federal Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act
1 A-1232, section 3 (h).

of 1986, and, in the near future, the New Jersey Pollution Prevention Act. In each
statute, the list of chemicals industry must report on is taken directly from the
federal Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act of 1986, also
known as SARA "section 313 chemicals". There are three hundred and seventeen
(317) section 313 chemicals. Industry has been reporting on these chemicals for
about four years now. They are the basis for the Toxic Release Inventory reports
published annually by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and by the
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and Energy on the state
level. These reports are extremely useful in determining industry's progress in
reducing their use of toxic chemicals.
Under A-1232, one hundred and nine toxic chemicals on the section 313
list, more than one third of the list, would not longer be reported on by regula,ted
companies. Chemicals such as Picric Acid would no longer be reported on under
the new list. Picric Acid is a chemical which should l?e reported: if it dries up, it
blows up. I think the community has a right to know if the facility down the
block is using toxic substances like Picric Acid.
A-1232 inexplica.bly alters the federal and state reporting requirements,
throwing a monkey wrench into the symmetry and uniformity of the reporting
requirements. The new list is made up of chemical listed in the following
statutes: the Occupational Safety and Health Administration Toxic and
Hazardous Substances, Section 311 of the federal Water Pollution Control Act
i
Amendments of 1972, and the 1977 amendments, and section 307 toxics listed by
EPA or Congress, and section 101 chemicals within the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980. This will add
more than 500 new chemicals to the list of hazardous substances companies must
already report on under the federal law. Expanding the list might be a good idea
in the future, but it should be done gradually, building on the basic list of
chemicals industry already reports on.
Finally, altering the list will undermine the goals of the Pollution
Prevention Act of 1991. The Pollution Prevention Act amended the New Jersey
Worker and Community Right to Know Act to provide a dovetailing effect
between the two laws. Under the Pollution Prevention Act, industry must report
use of 313 toxic substances for each process. Under the Right to Know Act, they

were required to use 313 chemicals for facility wide reporting. Obviously,
changing the list will impact the reporting structure of the Pollution Prevention
Act, thus reducing its effectiveness
III.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE FACT SHEETS

Very briefly, the Department of Health creates hazardous substance fact
sheets for hazardous substances. These sheets provide easy to understand
information about the hazardous substance. A-1232 would eliminate hazardous
substance fact sheet and replace them with manufacturer-generated Material
Safety Data sheets, which are sometimes filled with technical jargon and difficult
to understand.
IV.

LABELING

Aside from the obvious benefits of placing labels on containers of
hazardous substances so workers and emergency responders are aware of
what's in them, there are unintended benefits to the labeling requirements. In
some hardware stores, on items sold for retail, the chemical name and the
Chemical Abstracts Service number are left on the containers.
This unintended effect has two positive aspects: it notifies consumers of
the contents of the retail product, and it should have the effect of reducing the
use of hazardous substances. California's "Proposition 65" requires a warning on
potential consumer exposure to chemicals known to cause cancer or birth defects.
This law has led to several product manufacturers changing the formulation of
their products to avoid using certain toxic chemicals and thereby avoid the
labeling of their products. One example includes the removal of
trichloroethylene from Gillette's Uquid Paper correction fluid and replacing it
with a harmless, water-based solvent.

V.

CONCLUSION

I'd like to thank the committee for considering these comments. In
conclusion, I would like to emphasized NJPIRG's opposition t<> A-1232, and
suggest that any changes to New Jersey Right to Know law be made through the
regulatory process.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee~ my name is Peter
Smith. I am Chairman of the Right to Know Advisory Council and am
here to testify on Assembly Bill #1232,
which would make
substantive changes in the Community and Worker Right to Know Act.
The council is compr:i_sed of many diverse representatives from
many
different
constituencies
including
fire
fighters,
environmental organizations, community organizations, business and
trade organizations, a n d labor unions. The Right to Know Advisory
Council has taken the position, a unanimous position, of opposition
to Asserc.bly Bill #1232 in its present form.
Assembly Bil l #12 3 2, i n our opinion, will destroy the present
Right to Know to Community and Worker Right to Know Act.
These
amendments would also have serious consequences for worker health
and safety ~n d protection o f the community and emergency responders
from hazardous substan .::: es .
'J;'he month of March of every year the
Right to K~o·11 A dvisor~; Council holds a public hearing.
During
those hearings, the only complaints that we have heard from the
bu siness c.nd i r Jus try comr:1ur! i ty a:r::-e those concerning universal
l.:..belir;g.
~'1ost of these amendments and changes to the Worker and
Co~m~nit y Right to Know Act, as contained in Assembly Bill #1232,
were never ever an issue during the hearings conducted by the
Council.
I would, at this time, like to go over some of the core
issues in the Bill, as well as the provisions of the Bill and the
current practice of the Right to Know Act as administered by the
departments.
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CORE ISSUES:
These amendments to the Worker and Community Right to Know Act
would have serious consequences for worker health and safety and
protection of the community and emergency responders from hazardous
chemicals.
1. The Bill would eliminate worker right to know for public
employees. This means the public employees would not receive the
training and information that protects their health and safety. If
the Right to Know law is eliminated, the State could adopt the
Hazard Communication Standard under PEOSHA, but there will be a lag
time, maybe years, before the NJ Department of Labor adopts this
Standard, during which time New Jersey public employees are without
protection.
DOL's adoption of this Standard would not be
accompanied by any funding source, therefore, DOH would not be able
to enforce this health Standard with current staff.
2.
The Bill would change the composition of the DEPE' s
Environmental Hazardous Substance List (EHSL). This change is not
based on science or good public health policy which would be to
follow the lead of EPA in its implementation of SARA-Title III, the
federal Community Right to Know law.
This amendment totally
ignores the fact that the EHSL was amended just last year to
include chemicals from EPA's Section 313 list of chemicals that
must be reported if they are emitted into the environment.
3. The Bill would substantially change container labeling by
deleting the unique chemical ingredient requirements of the New
Jersey Right to Know law. All that would be left would be existing
federal labeling. The new labeling scheme could be characterized
as "building labeling" and would be of limited if any use to
emergency responders without the concurrent information on
container ingredients.
4.
Finally, the Bill would give the Department of Health
significant new responsibilities to review education and training
programs and certify consultants in the private sector and evaluate
thousands of Material Safety Data Sheets.
With these new
responsibilities, the Right to Know Program would not decrease in
size but would increase in size. Existing staff would have to be
shifted to perform these tasks. Even if the education and training
component is preempted by the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard,
the certification of consultants and MSDS evaluations would require
major staff commitments.
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PROVISIONS OF THE BILL:
The intent of the legislation is to make major changes to the
Worker and Community Right to Know Act (N.J.S.A. 34:5A-l et seq.)
by eliminating public employee right to know, restricting the DEPE
in their regulation of hazardous substances, abolish New Jersey
Right to Know labeling, and expand the Department of Health' s
responsibilities into the private sector to regulate education and
training and authorize Material Safety Data Sheets.
Specific amendments would:
Section 3 - definitions:
"Container" is amended to exclude any container which is generally
available for retail sale in New Jersey, which could include almost
all containers.
"Employer" is amended to add SIC 4225-General Warehousing and
Storage, and delete Research and Development Laboratories and,
potentially, manufacturing facilities associated with them.
"Environmental Hazardous Substance List" is amended to specify
specific substances that must be made a part of the list.
"Hazardous Substances" - deleted.
"Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets" is amended to require the
Department to authorize them, not prepare them, and to authorize
Material Safety Data Sheets.
"Special Health Hazard Substance" - deleted.
"Special Health Hazard Substance List" - deleted.
"Trade Secret" is amended to
determining a trade secret.

change

some of

the

criteria

for

.

"Workplace Hazardous Substance List" - deleted.
"Workplace Survey" - deleted.
The following definitions are added:
"Hazardous Material Warning System" - labeling developed by the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) or the Hazardous
Material Information System (HMIS).
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"Chemical Warning Symbol" - the Hazardous Material Warning System
label which represents the most hazardous substance contained in
the facility.
"Chemical Inventory Placard" - hazard information about a chemical
to be contained on a 3" x 5" label.
"Quality Control Laboratory"
a laboratory used for
testing or inspection of materials for quality control.

ordinary

"Pilot Facility" - a facility used for pilot scale development of
products or processes.
Section 4 is amended to eliminate DEPE 1 s discretion to add
appropriate chemicals to the Environmental Hazardous Substance st
(EHSL) and limits the chemicals on the EHSL to those chemicals from
the OSHA list of Toxic and Hazardous Substances, the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, Sections 307 and 311, and the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (Superfund),
Section 101. The name of the DEPE survey is changed to Community
Right to Know Survey. The requirement to translate the survey into
Spanish is eliminated.
Section 5 is amended to eliminate the Workplace Hazardous
Substance List (now called the Right to Know Hazardous Substance
List) 1 the Special Health Hazard Substance List 1 the Workplace
Survey (n~w called the Right to Know Survey), and the requirement
to prepare Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets. The requirement these
documents into Spanish is eliminated. The Department is given new
responsibility to authorize fact sheets for all of the chemicals on
the New Environmental Hazardous Substance List.
Section 6 is amended to require DEPE to send out Community
Right to Know Surveys annually.
DOH 1 s requirement to send out
Workplace Surveys is eliminated.
Section 7 is amended to eliminate the requirement for public
employers to return the Workplace Surveys.
Section 8 is amended to eliminate the requirement for DOH to
send Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets to public employers. It adds
the requirement for DEPE to notify public and private employers
that an authorized fact sheet is required for each environmental
hazardous substance reported on the Community Right to Know Survey.
It also clarifies that any employer which reports no hazardous
substances on its survey is exempt from other provisions of the
law.
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Section 9 is amended to change the name of DEPE's survey to
Community Right to Know Survey.
Section 11 is amended to eliminate the requirement for DOH to
translate its survey and fact sheets into Spanish.
Section 12 is amended to eliminate the requirement for DOH to
translate its poster into Spanish.
It adds the requirement for
public and private employers to post Chemical Warning Symbols at
the mainpoints of entry of a building, area or field and requires
them to post Chemical Inventory Placards outside or immediately
inside these main points of entry.
Section 13 is amended to eliminate training of public
employees about the hazardous chemicals to which they are exposed
or potentially exposed in the workplace, and limits such training
to environmental hazardous substances. However, private employers
must now institute training of their employees on environmental
hazardous substances at their facilities. These training programs
must include information about the new labeling system required by
these amendments. The training performed by R & D laboratories for
their employees would be limited to environmental hazardous
substances (even though R & D labs were deleted from coverage of
the law in a prior section) .
DOH must certify consultants who
conduct such training in the private sector.
Section 14 is amended to eliminate Right to Know labeling,
and, instead, requires public and private employers to comply with
all
federal
labeling
laws
for
containers
which
contain
environmental hazardous substances.
Section 15 is amended to eliminate the requirement to file
trade secrets with the trade secret claim: give the Departments the
discretion in deciding whether to determine the validity f a trade
secret claim: only require employers to submit trade secret
information if the Department is going to rule on the validity of
a trade secret claim; and permit the departments to return trade
secret information upon the request of an employer.
Sections 16 through 31 amends the DEPE's Pesticide Control Act
by instituting a Farmworkers Right to Know Program.
These
sections:
1. Require every farm owner or lessee to maintain records of
pesticide applications that are accessible to farmworkers, and to
post chemical Warning Symbols and Chemical Inventory Placards on
the farm and at each field that is being sprayed.
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2. Require every farm owner or lessee to maintain an MSDS or
authorized DEPE fact sheet on each pesticide active ingredient used
on crops or stored, and make them available to farmworkers, which
shall be written in the primary language of the workers.
3.
Require the DEPE to prepare pamphlets, in consultation
with DOH, concerning pesticides in the primary language of the
farmworkers and provide copies to farmowners or lessees, who shall
give them to farmworkers on the first day of employment.
4.
Require the DEPE to establish a training program for
farmworkers who must train their farmworkers on their first dy of
employment in their primary language.
5. Allow the DEPE to allow alternative methods and procedures
for conducting training for day haul and similar workers.
6. The requirements in this act do not apply to farm owners
or lessees who do not use pesticides.
CURRENT PRACTICE:
The Department of Health currently regulates 10, 400 public
facilities (of 1,575 public employers) by requiring them to submit
a Right to Know Survey every two years listing the hazardous
substances present at their facilities, to label all containers
(with some exceptions) in their facilities with the chemical names
and Chemical Abstracts Service numbers of the top five and
hazardous ingredients, to educate and training all employees who
are exposed or potentially exposed to hazardous substances
initially and annually thereafter, to post a Right to Know Poster
advising employees of the law and who to contact for information,
and to maintain information (Right to Know Survey, Hazardous
Substance Fact Sheets, Material Safety Data Sheets) in a Right to
Know Central File for access by employees.
The Department regulates public employers by sending out
10,400 blank surveys and coll~cting, processing and computerizing
them when they are returned: performing field inspections for
training, labeling, central file, and poster: preparing and
revising Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets (1,034 completed so far):
distributing Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets to public employer who
report hazardous substances on their RTK Survey: certifying
consultants who conduct training programs: preparing materials for
use by employers such as posters and brochures: and taking
enforcement action through enforcement letters and administrative
orders.
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The Department also performs other activities in implementing
the Right to Know law by translating documents into Spanish,
conducting speaking engagements and Train-the-Trainer courses,
preparing documents to inform employers and employees about the
law, manage grants to 21 counties, provide support services to an
Advisory Council appointed by the Governor, staff a telephone
Infoline, prepare a Hazardous Substance List for use by employers,
evaluate substances for special health hazards, collects and
processes trade secret claims, and other activities.
The DEPE is responsible for creating an Environmental
Hazardous Substance List, sending a blank Community Right to Know
Survey to 33,000 private employers and collecting, processing and
computerizing these surveys, inspecting and taking enforcement
action against these employers, and collecting and processing trade
secret claims.
The Right to Know Advisory Council would like you to know that
we oppose Assembly Bill *1232 in it's present form.
However, we
would like to work with your commit tee if need be to, by
regulation, make any necessary adjustments that may be deemed
appropriate.
I thank you for the opportunity to testify before your
committee today, and I am certainly willing to answer any and all
questions. Thank you.

Peter F. Smith
Chairman
Right to Know Advisory Council
PFS:ek
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Good

morning.

The

Department

of

the

Public

appreciates this opportunity to testify on A. 1232.
Advocate

recognizes

implementation

of

that

the

this

Right

to

bill

seeks

Know

program.

accomplish this objective, however, A.

Advocate

The Public

to

improve

the

Rather

than

1232 contains provisions

which would fundamentally alter the existing Right to Know program
and greatly diminish its effectiveness in protecting workers and
the community from hazardous substances in the workplace.

For this

reason, we strongly urge this Committee to refrain from voting on
A.

1232 in its present form.

Instead,

we recommend that the

Committee reassess what is needed to correct any problems in the
implementation
oversight

of

hearing

environmental

Right

to

involving

groups,

Know
all

employers,

by

holding

affected

a

comprehensive

parties

both public

and

unions,
private,

and

emergency service responders -- to fully explore any problems that
have arisen in the implementation of the program by Departments of
Health and Environmental Protection and Energy in the past few
years.
This
First,

type of process would

it

would

permit

the

accomplish two

Legislature

to

related goals.

directly

determine

whether Right to Know has been implemented properly and has not
posed undue burdens on the either employers or the state agencies
responsible

for

the

program.

Second,

it

would

enable

this

Committee to determine whether any problems in implementation can
be

corrected

through

rulemaking

amendatory legislation is needed.
1

by

the

agencies

or

whether

It may well turn out that what is really needed is regulatory
fine-tuning of the program by the respective agencies.
information
process,

gathered

the

by

agencies

this
could

Committee
then

through

determine

the

the

With the
oversight

best

way

to

streamline compliance with the Act and, at the same time, ensure
that we retain the important protection that the Right to Know Act
provides to workers,

fire fighters,

the police, and the public.

Moreover, a process which encourages the agencies to reassess their
regulations will enable us to adjust the workings of the Act over
time as we gain more experience or as new workplace hazards emerge.
we must not forget that Right to Know is a model for the nation in
how to protect workers and the community from hazardous substances
in the workplace.

In order to continue to lead the nation, we need

to periodically reassess the workings of the program not only to
ensure

its

problems

effective

implementation

with hazardous

substances

but
as

also

new

to

address

information

new

becomes

available.
While we urge the Committee to delay conside·ration of any
legislation

in

this

area,

we do,

however,

have

the

following

concerns with A. 1232.
1. A. 1232 Drops Hundreds of Companies from the Act
A. 1232 would eliminate hundreds of large companies from the
Act's coverage.

The bill

redefines

"employer"

to exempt

"any

person, partnership or corporation engaged in the operation of a
research and development laboratory."

While the current Right to

Know Act imposes less stringent requirements on R & D labs, the
2

proposed amendments completely exempt the employers who operate R
&

This broad exemption would encompass every chemical,

D labs.

oil,

and

operate

pharmaceutical
research

and

company

from

development

coverage

since

they

all

Therefore,

laboratories.

companies such as Exxon, Ciba-Geigy, Merck, American Cyanamid, and
Mobil

would

no

longer

be

covered

even

though

these

companies

manufacture and store vast quantities of hazardous substances which
could

represent

a

danger

to

public

health,

safety,

and

the

environment.
The proposed revisions to the Act also broaden the definition
of research and development lab to include both pilot facilities
and

quality

control

laboratory.

Therefore,

any

company

that

operates either a pilot facility or a quality control laboratory
would also be exempt from the Right to Know Act.

Since both pilot

facility and quality control laboratory are undefined, an employer
could conceivable claim an exemption from the Act for an entire
facility simply because the company has a designated area where new
products are produced for further testing or where the quality of
products is tested.

This is a huge loophole that could cost

employees, emergency personnel, and the public important protection
against workplace hazards.
The bill also gives the Department of Labor authority under
certain

circumstances

"incidentally

uses"

to

exclude

environmentally

any

employer

hazardous

who

only

•

substances.

Regardless of whether an employer's use of a hazardous substance is
"incidental" or "primary," the substance is still hazardous and
3

present in the workplace, and employees, emergency responders, and
the public should be warned so they can take proper precautions.
we do not even know which companies will be excluded from the Act
based on their "incidental use" of hazardous substances, because
the Act does not define what constitutes an "incidental use" of a
substance.

we believe that the distinction between "incidental

use" and "primary use" has the potential to diminish protection for
workers

or

the

rulemaking

public.

process

requirements

should

be
be

In

this

used

area,

to

we would

determine

established

to

urge

whether

govern

that

the

threshold

disclosure

of

hazardous substances.
2.

A. 1232 Exempts Containers Available for Retail Sale

As currently drafted, A.
large loophole.
container

1232 provides another potentially

The bill excludes from the Act's coverage any

"generally available for

retail sale in New Jersey."

Unfortunately, many containers in the workplace are available for
retail sale.

We recently spoke with a chemical distributer located

in Trenton who sold, at the retail level, a variety of chemicals in
containers of all sizes,
drums.

even containers as large as 55 gallon

A. 1232's new exclusion for containers available for retail

sale could render much of the Right to Know Act meaningless.

Here

again, we would urge that any exclusion for small containers be
fleshed-out in the agency's rulemaking process.
3.
The

Public Employees Lose Important Protection Under the Act
legislation

essentially

eliminates

all

of

the

worker

protection that the Right to Know Act provided to public employees.
4

since

public

employees

are

not

covered

by

OSHA's

Hazard

communication rule, public employees depend on Right to Know to
receive essential information about hazards in their workplace.
section
authority

3 of A.

to

develop

1232 repeals
a

special health hazard

workplace

the Department of Health's
hazardous

substance list,

and

substance
a

list,

a

workplace survey.

Since these lists and surveys triggered workplace protection for
public employees, the end result of A. 1232 would be that public
employees would no longer have comprehensive information about
their workplace hazards.
in particular,

The special health hazard substance list,

was the only list in the State that identified

carcinogens, mutagens, teratogens, and highly flammable, explosive
or reactive chemicals and corrosives in the workplace.
4. The State Will Pay More for Less Protection
In some instances, the bill not only repeals major benefits of
the Right to Know program, but also would require the State to
spend more money to give workers and emergency responders less
protection.

For

example,

A.

1232

eliminates·

the

Health

Department's production of Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets which
provide objective and easy-to-understand information on workplace
hazards.

These Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets are cited as model

fact sheets for their clarity and accuracy and are used by the EPA,
Canada,

and

states

around

the country

to

protect workers

emergency responders from exposure to workplace hazards.
of these Fact Sheets,
authorized

Material

the bill

Safety

Data
5

and

In place

requires companies to maintain
Sheets.

Unfortunately,

these

company prepared fact sheets lack a standard format, may understate
the toxicity of a substance, and are often filled with technical
jargon that is hard to understand.
Department

of

Health

to

analyze

and

different material safety data sheets.
significant

additional

A.

1232 would require the

approve

up

to

a

million

This will certainly require

state personnel

and

resources

and

will

greatly increase the State's costs to administer Right to Know.
5.

The Act Eliminates Universal Labeling

A. 1232 also eliminates the universal labeling of containers
and pipelines and in this way eliminates important protection for
employees, fire fighters, the police, and the public.

Instead of

universal labeling, the legislation only requires an employer to
post a sign on a building, entry point of an area, or field that
identifies

the

single

most

substance.

Section 1(aa).

potentially

lethal

or

hazardous

This legislation overlooks the fact

that individuals, and in particular, fire fighters and emergency
responders, need to know the range of hazardous substances in a
workplace to avoid serious injury or possible long range health
effects.

In addition, if containers are not individually labeled,

no one can assess whether the interactive effects of substances in
various containers could pose particularly dangerous conditions.
The elimination of container-specific information greatly increases
the dangers to emergency personnel, employees, and the public.
This amendment could also endanger public school students and
staff by eliminating the requirement that chemical containers be
labeled in chemistry labs and workshops.
6

6.
A.

Fewer Hazardous Substances May Be Covered
1232 strips power from the Department of Environmental

Protection and Energy to designate which chemical substances are
"environmental hazardous substances" and covered by the Right to
Know Act.

Under the original Act, the DEPE had the discretion to

include all chemicals on this list that it deemed necessary.

A.

1232 limits the list to those substances already covered under
three

specified

decreases

the

federal
DEPE's

lists.

This

ability

to

revision

protect

significantly

the

public

from

environmental dangers.
The Act also allows many more substances to be claimed as
"trade secrets"
requirements.
considered

and therefore exempt from the Act's disclosure

Under the Right to Know Act, certain substances were

so

dangerous

that

an

employer

was

prevented

from

claiming them as a "trade secret" and had to warn employees and
emergency responders of their dangers.

These were the substances

that pose a special hazard to health and safety because they are
carcinogenic, flammable, explosive, reactive, corrosive, or have a
potential

to

protection

cause

and

birth

would

defects.

deprive

fire

A.

1232

fighters

eliminates
and

these

others

of

information about cancer-producing substances or substances that
can cause birth defects, explosions or chemical fires.
7.

A. 1232 Could Increase the Cost of Doing Business

A. 1232 could also increase the cost of doing business.

Many

New Jersey companies already comply with the Right to Know Act,
including universal labeling.

By changing the Act's requirements
7

midstream and,

in particular, completely changing the hazardous

substances covered by the Act, the bill requires companies to shift
gears and re-do their chemical warning and labeling systems, their
reporting requirements,

This will

and their training programs.

involve a senseless duplication of efforts and increase in costs to
ensure compliance with the law.
In fact, private employers, who are not exempt from the Act's
training requirements because of federal pre-emption, will now be
required under A. 1232 to train their employees on
hazardous

substances,

decisions.
over

private

private employers.
to

programs,

area

not

pre-empted

by

the

court

As a result, A, 1232 will require employee training in

30,000

Health

an

~nvironmental

certify

sector

worksi tes,

Since A.
the

at

substantial

cost

to

1232 requires the Department of

private

sector

education

and

training

the bill increases the State's cost of compliance as

well.
8.
A.

A. 1232 Raises New Pre-Emption Questions
1232 also raises new pre-emption questions.

After six

years of hotly contested litigation and significant State expense,
we now know that the Right to Know Act's environmental hazard and
universal labeling provisions are not pre-empted by the federal
OSHA standards.

Unfortunately, A. 1232 re-kindles uncertainty on

the pre-emption question and is likely to produce a new round of
time-consuming and expensive litigation.
In sum,

the Public Advocate recommends that A.1232 in its

present form not be released and that this or another appropriate
8

legislative Committee conduct such further hearings to include all
affected parties in a

roundtable type format to determine if

additional legislation or further

rulemaking are necessary to

correct any problems in the implementation of the Right to Know
program.

The Public Advocate stands ready to assist the Committee

in this effort.

Thank you.
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A.1232
An Act Concerning the Regulation of Hazardous Substances
Before
The Assembly Committee on Policy and Rules
November 6, 1992
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Tim Dillingham and I am the
Director of the New Jersey Chapter of the Sierra Club, representing 18,000 members statewide.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony.
The Sierra Club urges you to oppose this bill, A.l232. The proposals contained within it
would negate the major benefits of the current Right to Know law, and substitute in its place weak
and negligible protection for the public, workers and emergency responders. This bill has been put
forward with the intent of "streamlining" the current regulatory program implementing the law.
While this objective may have some merit, the substance of the bill clearly undermines the
fundamental elements of the program, exposing the public and others to great danger. The
Committee must examine the practical effects of the proposed changes closely, and recognize that
they represent a major retreat from the protection of public health embodied in the current statute.
The most glaring retreat from strong public health protection is contained in the hill's
proposed reductions in the scope of facilities and chemicals subject to the Right To Know. The
removal and exemption of research and dev~lopment laboratories, and the redefinition of employer
to exclude "any person, partnership or corporation engaged in the operation of a research and
development laboratory" is so broad that it would exempt nearly every chemical, oil and
pharmaceutical company from coverage. Consequently, the public's Right to Know about the
companies which represent the greatest danger to public health, safety and the environment would
be eliminated. The bill also would devastate DEPE's ability to respond to new environmental
threats and hazards by curtailing the integration of new, scientific information into the regulatory
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Printed on Recycled Paper

process through expansion of the list of regulated substances. The first amendment turns a blind
eye to the presence of significant health and environmental hazards in our communities, and the
second refuses to accept new knowledge into our efforts to protect our children and our neighbors.
l11e public lives everyday surrounded by chemicals and hazardous substances which
potentially endanger us. Assuring a safe, responsible role for these substances in society is wholly
dependent on understanding and being aware of their presence among us, and the dangers they
pose. The use of hazardous substances is, in many ways, a loaded gun. The amendments
proposed for the labelling requirements of the Right To Know Act blindfolds our firefighters,
industrial workers and even school children to the potential dangers around them, keeping from
them the information which might do no less than save their lives. The bill, because of changes to
the survey requirements and lists of regulated substances also diminishes the public's ability to
fully learn of the toxic hazards released into our environment. The public's knowledge of what has
been disposed of in our air and water has been fundamental to recent reductions in chemical
emmissions. Removal of this information from the public debate by the Shinn/Doria bill will
ultimately impede and undermine our efforts to insure clean air and water.
Finally, any changes truly necessary to improving the implementation of the law
can be addressed through changes to the regulatory process; there is no compelling need to revise
the current statute. However, the Legislature shouldapproach any such changes cautiously,
conscious of the dangers to which the public, workers, emergency responders and our
communities could be exposed by any weakening of the law such as proposed by A.1232.
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CHAIRPERSON

Chairman Bob Franks and Committee Members
of the Assembly Committee on Policy and Rules:

DAVID C. COPELAND
l'ICE-CHAIRMAN

JANE NOGAKI
SECRETARY-TREASURER

Thenk you for the opportunity to testify ebout Amendments to the Right to Know Lew, Assembly
Bill 1232 sponsored by Assemblyman Shinn and Assemblyman Doria. I represent Coalition
Against Taxies, a citizens group from the Burlington, Camden and Gloucester County area. We
were active on the campaign to pass the Right to Know law in 1983, and have used the
information from Right to Know surveys and Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets to win reductions
in use or exposure to toxic chemicals in our area.
On behalf of the members of the Coalition Against Taxies, I urge you to oppose this bill
because it dangerously weekens New Jersey's Right to Know lew end exposes e significant
number of workers, school children, firefighters and emergency responders to the hazards of
unnamed chemicals.

The proposed amendments represent a giant step back into the darkness. The amendments, by
substituting a less extensive, less specific system of labelling for the current universal
labelling system, would endanger the public by hiding from them the specific chemical name of a
substance. This means that in school labs and shops, students and teachers would not have the
right to know the nemes of toxic substences used in chemistry lebs, art supplies, and shop
materials. It renders them powerless to make key decisions about emergency response in case of
a chemical spill, or to make intelligent purchasing and storage decisions of supplies.
Furthermore. the amendments remove the requirement for the Departme:1t of Health to pub 1ish
Hazardous Substance Fact Sheets, which serve the public, workers, and environmental and
health agencies around the world as independently referenced sources of information on
chemicals. The fact sheets are written in plain English so that the average reader can understand
them . They list the chronic es welles the esute health effects, and signs end symptoms of
exposure. Our group has used these fast sheets in evaluating pesticide product choices and
found them invaluable. Taking away these fact sheets, which ar e also available in Spanish ,
denies the public access to information that is critical to their health and that of the
environment.
We believe that there are legitimate concerns that businesses have about wmplying with the
Right to Know law which can be rectified througr1 regulatory changes. As part of the Right to
Know and Act Coalition , we would be wi 11 ing to meet with industry, legisletors, the aff88ted
Departments, and anyone else who is interested to work out the difficulties in wmplyi ng with
the law. Hm'.'ever we are adamantly opposed to opening up tr1e exi sting law to amendments. The
law has withstood challenges in court, and we will fight against any attempts by the Legislature
to alter it legislatively . .Ag3in, we are interested in coJperatively reviewing and fine -tuning
the regulations.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on A-1232, which would seriously compromise the
health and safety of our children, our firefigr1ters, our ·workers, and our wmmunities.
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New jersey
Envi ron me:1ta I

Lobby
Testimony before ASSEMBLY POLICY AND RULES COMMITTEE re: A.l232
November 6, 1992
Right-To-Know Amendments
Good morr.ing. ~1y name is Marie Curtis and I represent the New
Jersey Environmental Lobby. NJEL has, for more than two decades,
represented local and statewide environmental groups in their
advocacy for strong protection of New Jersey's natural resources
and citizens. For at least half of that history we have been
strongly involved with New Jersey's Right-To Know efforts. We are
proud of our state~s leadership in this area.
The legislation before us today, however, diminishes this solid
step forward in many ways. First, it redefines "employer" to exempt
any "person, partnership or corporation engaged in the operation
of a research and development laboratory." Immediately, a great
number of facilities would no longer be required to inform their
employees and/or community emergency personnel of potentially
dangerous substances within their scope of operations. New Jersey
has a heavy concentration of chemical and pharmaceutical companies,
the type of industry for whom research and development labs are
essential elements. These are also the same industries that pose
the greatest threat to employees and emergency responders. Where
the Right-To-Know is most important, it would be lost.
Further, the chemical warning symbol would be placed on "the most
potentially
lethal
or
environnmentally-hazardous
substance
contained in the building, area or field, as the case may be ••• "
We are concerned with other equally dangerous substances that may
be present. Are these to be overlooked? And who will determine the
"most potentially lethal" when several substances are present?
Si nc e protection of employees has always been a major objective of
the Right-To-Know Act, we are particularly disturbed to note the
deletion of the requireme nt for Spanish translations of the RTK
information. In addition , the substit uti o n of a material safety
data sh eet for the hazardou s substance fact sheet currently .
provided by DOH seems a further step away from adeq uat e safety
information for all concerned.
Th e added exempt ion from labelling for any container " generally
available for retail sale in the state" merely provides an easy
"out" for any employer who simply cannot be "bothered" with RTK.
All one need do is transfer any potential ca ndi dates for labellin g
to some common conta iner purchased in New Jersey and the
requiremennts go away . This is ridiculou s .
Although we applaud the spo n sor ' s efforts to include farm work e rs
with a minimum of pestic ide protection in the bill , we nonetheless
find it far too little protective gain for the massiv e protection

losses elsewhere in the proposed legislation.
We firmly believe that the Right-To-Know Council and the process
already established to fine-tune and modify the regulation of RTK
are more than adequate to respond to any legitimate complaints with
the system as it stands. New Jersey's law has stood for almost a
decade as a model statute. It has not obstructed industry or
impaired trade secrets. It has assisted firefighters and emergency
medical personnel in those situations where minutes count. It has
provided information and awareness of potential dangers to workers
who have undoubtedly become more careful in their activities as a
result. The law is working.
We urge the committee to allow the Right-To--Know Council to
function as it was envisioned and as it is trying to do. Legitimate
concerns should be brought to the Council and they will be dealt
with there. Re-writing landmark legislation that has stood the test
of time and the courts is not in the best interests of New Jersey's
citizens. t'Ve urge the committee to hold the bill.
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INTRODUCTION
That¥< you. IUC represents. With me are:
Bob I:Iendricks, safety & health, ABGW 482 at
Joe Chick, president, UAW 502 at
and Benet Zurofsky

I

By way of additional background, I was involved/Benet was
involved in Court ... I will make a short presentation to be followed
by the other 3 members of our panel.
THE IUC IS TOTALLY OPPOSED TO A1232 AND BELIEVES
THAT, IF PASSED, IT WILL CONTRIBUTE TO INCREASED
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE AND DEATH IN OUR STATE AS
WELL AS INCREASED HEALTH CARE COSTS THAT WILL BE
PASSED ON TO TAXPAYERS AND OTHERS~

.

In my testimony, I would like to focus o~ain points:
FIRST KEY POINT IS THE RATIONAL FOR UNIVERSAL
LABELING
This was the most hotly contested issue during the campaign for
the law in 1982 and 1983. Ultimately, when Gov. Kean signed
the law, he explicitly recognized the value of the universal labeling
provision.
What is universal labeling?

tJI

"Universal labeling" requires that all chemical containers used in New
Jersey by employers covered by this law be labeled. The label must
include the chemical name and chemical abstracts service number of
the five most predominant substances and any environmental hazardous
c tio
e
sec
and
substances in the container.
o
t
st la
s. f · gr ·
re nknown or p
say this.
Knowing the chemical name -- no~~code or trade name -- is essential.
Without the chemical name, it ~illipossible to learn the health and
safety hazards of most chemicals.
Universal labeling has been upheld by the U.S. Third Circuit Court of
Appeals. The Court found that the New Jersey labeling provisions do
not conflict with federal OSHA labeling requirements. In fact, it found
that New Jersey's universal labeling requirements could be used by
---..........~.,loyers to comply, in part, with OSHA labeling rule~___

. . M . . __ __

Why "universal labeling'' is important:
1) Under the federal OSHA Hazard Communication Standard, chemicals
do not have to be labeled with their real chemical name. Instead a code
or trade name can be used if that name and the chemical name also both
appear on a "Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)," a company produced
document that is supposed to explain the hazards of that chemical.

~,./.~"

Under A1232 to obtain the real chemical name, an employee or emergency responder would often have to request the sheet from the employer.
This is unacceptable. The real chemical name must, as under present
law, directly appear on the container so that employees and firefighters
are not limited to asking management for MSDS sheetS.
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Employees need direct access to
this information, in part so that they can inform their doctor of the real
names of their potential exposures.OI?d ~e t'/~ ~ • • .
_
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2) Under the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard, only containers
with chemicals that the employer decides are hazardous need be labeled.
According to the New Jersey Business and Industry Association:
Implicit in the labeling requirements of the [N.J.] Act was the
concept that, unless all containers are labeled (as opposed to only
hazardous material containers), a person would not know if a
container held non-hazardous materials or held hazardous materials, but wa.s improperly labeled.
The BIA correctly interprets this essential reason why all chemical
containers must be labeled.
3) Federal OSiiA does not cover New Jersey state, county, municipal, or
public school employees. The State's Public Employee OSHA program
has no right-to-know rule. Thus, if A1232 passed, it would mean that
over 200,000 public workers potentially exposed to chemicals would have
absolutely no 1tight to know about what toxic substances they work with.

Thus public school students who face potential chemical exposures in
chemistry labs, arts and crafts classes, and other school areas also would
have absolutely no way to know what they are w
_= or=-=kin=·=-=ct.g--=W-=-=·I=-=th=·=*-- - - - - - -

Additional points on labeling:
1) Industry keeps saying that universal labeling is not helpful to
firefighters and emergency responders. The truth is that universal
labeling is extremely important for pre-fire planning.:r 1 n ~emical
identities on containers is extremely important. We do think that
the labeling could be improved by adding the HMIS warnings
throygh re~ation -- but not at the cost of reducing existing protections for workers and firefighters.
3) We understand that amendments have been suggested that
propose a flexible labeling system to benefit emergency responders.
Such a system would allow use of any combination of the current
labeling system, batch-reactor batch recipe sheets, chemical inventory placard, area and field chemical warning symbols, federal labeling requirements, 24 hour facility manning or ANYTHING ELSE
approved by the LEPC.
This is ridiculous. LEPCs have limited resources and ~e. In
reality this system would be determined by the employer.
The RTK law says in its section on legislative intent in part that:
"the program established by this act... constitute the principal program in this state. To this end, no municipality or county shall
enact any law or ordinance requiring the disclosure of information
about, or the identification of, hazardous substances in the workplace or the environment..." The purpose here was to develop a
common system. The proposed amendment will thus lead to
chaos.
*Major fire with multiple fire companies responding.
*Prevent us from training our members.
4) FINALLY CONCERNING LABELING, WHAT IS THE BIG
DEAL?
{ JA-I~~wLo$f'" 200 plG.... ~ r" ~ - ( ~ .,
We compared the 1992list of CIC companies with facilities in New
Jersey to the facilities found in compliance with universal labeling
requirements by the NJOOH. About 50% of CIC member companies had at least one New Jersey plant that was in compliance with
these provisions. It is our understanding that the other companies
in CIC have not yet been inspected.

Let me also show some random examples of containers that are in
compliance with the universal labeling provisions. (Grow at end).
UNIVERSAL LABELING IS AT THE CORE OF OUR RIGHTTO-KNOW LAW. IF CHANGES ARE NEEDED TO ADDRESS
CERTAIN ISSUES CAN BE ADDRESSED THROUGH REGS.
2) MY SECOND KEY POINT IS THAT THE PRODUCTION OF
THE HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE FACTSHEETS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. THIS
PROGRAM SHOULD NOT BE ELIMINATED AS IT WOULD BE
BY THIS BILL.
Let me give atae•n!tete example. Lets take a closer look at this
container from Grow Chemical. It is in compliance as noted with
the New Jersey labeling requirements. But I wanted to know about
the health effects of this substance. So I tried to obtain a MSDS.
First I called the CMA non-emergency hotline which has on computer over one million MSDS sheets. Unfortunately they didn't
have one by Grow for this product. After making three long
distance phone calls, I was finally able to get a MSDS sheet from
Grow. Later that afternoon I received by fax a MSDS sheet from
Grow.
Lets compare the company produced MSDS sheet on this mixture
to the DOH produced Hazardous Substance Factsheets for the same
chemicals in this mixture:
The results are revealing.
In summary, these were among health impacts missing from the
company produced MSDS that were revealed on our NJ factsheets:
methyl alcohol (24%) can cause liver damage/blindness by breathing or skin absorbtion
toluene (42%) may damage developing fetus
bone marow effects, low blood cell count, liver
and kidney damage
acetone (16%) may cause chronic nose and throat irritation
xylene (5%) may damage developing fetus
bone marrow, liver & kidneys

The problem goes beyond this example. A number of scientific
studies have revealed that MSDS accuracy is a major problem. In
one study, only 11% of 134 MSDS sheets reviewed were complete.
Employers are also critical of MSDS sheets. After asking for comments on standardization of MSDS sheets, about 65% of the respondents - mostly small businesses and workers - asked that OSHA
standardize the format. The NJ HSFS are in standardized format,
are relatively easy to understand, and reveal accurate information
about potential chemical hazards.
If you pass A1232 the production of these factsheets by the OOH
will be eliminated. We will be far more dependent for information
on the chemical industry, an industry that has a track record for
cover-up and minimization of hazards.
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3) MY THIRD KEY POINT CONCERNS THE PROVISION OF
{}~\<.1
FUNDS FOR LOCAL EMERGENCY PLANNING COMMITTEES (} ft{~
OR LEPCS
'1 l~~
LEPCs were created by fed law and executive order
One for every county and almost every municipality
No funding provided. They need funds to carry out responsibilities, particularly under the federal SF act.
We understand that proposed amif~ts would provide funding
to the LEPCS for the first time by
( between 30 and 50% of
the annual disbursements from the RTK Trust Fund.
Based on last year's data this would result in between $1,648 and
$2,748 in funds per LEPC. We propose an alternative way to
accomplish this.
Right now there is an over $4 million balance in the RTK trust
fund. Take $3 million of this and give it to the LEPCs for training,
computerization and other appropriate local right-to-know and
emergency response needs.
This does not require an amendment to the Act.
~
,.~~
If you support changing .iRis funding formula, you will be eliminating the OOH altogether from RTK responsibilities. No more labeling inspections in the private sector, no more right-to-know for
public employees, and nQ~factsheets for workers, firefighters,
llc.w ,..,.Q.
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doctors, and the public. This proposal will in and of itself gut the
RTK law.
4) FINALLY, A COMMENT ON JOBS AND THE ECONOMICS
OF RTK.
There is no evidence what-so-ever that RTK has a detrimental
impact on the economy in New Jersey. If we thought it did, .we- ~ /I.Jt!
would not be here arguing with such vehemennce to save this
stautue from destruction. Mter all, for our members to have a safe
and healthy workplace, they must first have jobs.
Costs of not preventing hazards.
Health care costs.

burdens on employers
We urge the sponsors and this Committee to give that process a
chance and not to destroy our Right-to-Know law.
·

